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Abstract: Domain ontology will give amazingly 
accommodating framework to representation of text 
based information. In the event that there ought to 
emerge an event of explaining multi-document 
abstract issues in the space of trouble organization, 
the practicality of using the ontology is endeavored to 
examine. in this paper cyclone domain is considered 
for study. Greatly Severe Cyclonic Storm Hudhud was a 
strong tropical cyclone that brought on wide harm 
and loss of life in eastern India and Nepal in the midst 
of October 2014. Astounding improvement of the 
Internet close by the new advancements has incited a 
colossal augmentation in the total what's more, 
availability of on-line news data or computerized 
reports. Such numerous documents may be containing 
comparative information. There are have to produce 
rundown for comprehension review of all documents. 
New data are likewise need to be considered in 
overview in light of the fact that may be its more 
imperative than past information. So there are have 
to overhaul summary produced by any framework. In 
this paper proposed framework summary will be 
produced in progressive format. Our proposed 
framework utilization connection in past made 
ontology to get summary in various leveled way. 
Likewise in this paper Multi-document summary 
methodologies are going to accomplish with new 
overhauling system based on Previous made ontology 
of windstorm. Our past work produce summary just. 
In this paper enhance it by upgrading last summary 
with new included data with well utilization of 
progressive connection of ontology. 
  

Keywords: Updating summary, Multi-document 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

In a many portion of spots where summary is created 

from text information which show of all records, 

however overhauling the summary is likewise 

imperative at whatever point additional data is arrived. 

In meteorology, a tornado or cyclone is a scope of shut, 

round fluid development turning in the same heading as 

the Earth. This is normally depicted by inside spiraling 

winds that rotate counterclockwise in the Northern 

Hemisphere also, clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere 

of the Earth. Most gigantic scale cyclonic courses are 

centered on regions of low climatic weight. [2][3] The 

greatest low-weight structures are cool focus polar 

brutal winds and additional tropical hurricanes which lie 

on the brief scale. The violent wind sea tempests, 

tremors also, other regular fiasco cause gigantic 

decimation of living being and their property. Gathering 

data is most critical technique for investigating the 

patterns of the catastrophes what's more, minimizing the 

misfortune in future circumstance. The News and the 

reports identified with the calamities are recorded in 

content document. The point by point portrayal 

occasions of calamity are acquired by domain master like 

developmental propensity of disasters, work of public 

administrations and reproduction of the estate. The 

agent status is given, in which every now and again 

examined data is depicted by the domain expert. 

The local government and the nearby crisis offices 

discharge a many reports and considerably additionally 

amid disasters for its administration. The point by point 

illustrative data is secured which incorporates occasions 

significant to the disasters and the time compass which 

may be from days to months relying on the seriousness 

of the disasters. Information will be introduced in the 

arrangement of newswire, which contains heaps of 

routine reports on different parts of the disasters. It is 

extremely troublesome for a space master to separate 

between the most imperative data general or most 

applicable data to a predetermined query. In this way 

the domain master utilized multi-document 

summarization method which can be utilized to 

concentrate the important data from the different 

reports displayed. 

Domain expert gives domain ontology identified with 

catastrophe administration, portraying the different 

ideas and comparing relations. Such ontology contains 

inexhaustible theoretical data in connection to the 
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document set, which are being demonstrating useful for 

clients to condense the documents. Utilizing ontology we 

get the superb summaries that are showing to theme 

with non-repetitive sentences. The multi document 

summarization could be possible with nonexclusive and 

query based summarization technique. In generic 

summarization, each sentence is connected with a 

saliency score. After that the sentences are positioned by 

saliency score. Concurring to positioning, sentences are 

top positioned and chose the summary in light of the 

positioning result. In query-focused summarization, the 

data identified with a given point or query ought to be 

fused into summaries. The sentences suiting the user's 

announced data need should to be removed. To 

consolidate the inquiry data, different systems for non 

specific summary can be stretched out to contain 

question data. Our framework work exceptionally well 

generally. In our paper proposed framework synopsis 

will be created in progressive organization. Furthermore 

in the wake of including new information framework will 

work accurately with its overhauling feature 

  II. LITERATURE SURVEY: 

For usage of our proposed work we examine few papers 

for better seeing about implementation. In paper [1], 

ontology based multi document summarizations method 

is favored. In this paper we mull over how procedure of 

ontology is happened at multi document input. Sentence 

mapping few focuses are likewise comprehend from this 

paper. 

In paper [4], data of enthusiasm to customers is 

routinely scattered over a set of reports Clients can show 

their solicitation for information as a question/query an 

arrangement of one or more sentences. Conveying a 

good summary of the related information relies on upon 

comprehension the question and uniting it with the 

related arrangement of document sentences. To 

"comprehend" the query we expand it using 

comprehensive data in Wikipedia. 

In paper [5], this paper applies a Fuzzy-Neural Network 

(FNN) model to manufacture Q and a learning base 

commonly. The FNN forms the basic degree with 

sentences and instigates the nature of each one sentence 

for questions properties. Additionally, the back spread 

learning algorithm is grasped to set up the questions 

extractor. In this paper, they proposed a inquiry and 

answer structure with customized request extraction 

capacity. There are a couple of novel methods joined for 

instance, fuzzy logic technology, neural system and 

characteristic dialect et cetera. The fluffy rationale 

innovation is away for key sentence determination and 

questions determination; meanwhile, the neural 

framework helps the right question determination and 

request sort determination. 

In paper [6], Graph based complex situating frameworks 

have been successfully associated with theme centered 

multi-report rundown. This paper further proposes to 

use the multi-methodology complex situating 

computation for evacuating subject focused summary 

from diverse reports by considering within record 

sentence associations and the cross-document sentence 

connections as two different modalities. Three particular 

mixes arranges, particularly straight structure, 

successive structure and score blend structure, are 

misused in the calculation. 

In paper [7], this paper shows a convenient exploration 

try to what degree ontology based administration 

revelation can deal with these semantic heterogeneity issues. 

To this end, I that paper apply the Bremen University 

Semantic Translator for Enhanced Recovery as an 

organization master. The technique joins ontology based 

metadata with a ontology based search. In perspective of a 

circumstance of finding geographic information 

organizations for assessing potential tempest mischief in 

timberlands, it is exhibited that through terminological 

intuition the appeal finds a suitable match in an 

administration on tempest danger classes. 

In paper [8], A Multi-record Rhetorical Structure (MRS) is 

proposed for multi-document customized summarization 

task. This structure can address interrelationship between 

content units at differing levels of granularity and can 

delineate all the while the happen and change of distinctive 

events. MRS unravel standard multi-document 

representation in cross structure speculation and supplement 

change and scattering  information of events subjects which 

can't be gotten in information mix theory. Unequivocally, a 

movement of computations counting building MRS, multi-

document information blend based MRS and outline period 

are proposed. 

In paper [9], they propose another multi-document 

summarization structure concentrated around sentence-level 

semantic examination also, symmetric non-negative matrix 
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factorization. They first and foremost figure sentence-

sentence likenesses using semantic examination and 

construct the similarity framework. By then symmetric 

matrix factorization, which has been illustrated to be 

equivalent to institutionalized powerful bundling, is used to 

assembling sentences into gatherings. 

In [10] this paper they presented another multi-document 

summarizer, MEAD. It compresses gatherings of news 

articles commonly accumulated by a topic distinguishing 

identification structure. MEAD uses information from the 

centroids of the gatherings to pick sentences that are well 

while in transit to be huge to the gathering subject. They 

used another utility-based system, RU, for the appraisal of 

MEAD and of summarizers generally speaking. They found 

that MEAD produces traces that are similar in quality to the 

ones made by individuals. they furthermore differentiated 

Meads execution with an alternative procedure, 

multidocument lead, and demonstrated how Meads sentence 

scoring weights can be modified to convey abstracts inside 

and out better than the choices. 

In this paper [11], they present BAYESUM (for "Bayesian 

summarization"), a model for sentence extraction being 

referred to situated jogged summarization. Bayesum impacts 

the typical case in which different documents are 

appropriate to a lone request. Using these reports as 

stronghold for request terms, BAYESUM is not tormented 

by the absence of information in short questions. 

In paper [12], the improvement of algorithms for automated 

text request in gigantic text record sets is a basic 

examination domain of data mining and learning 

divulgence. The greater parts of the text clustering 

frameworks were grounded in the term based estimation of 

partition or similitude, disregarding the structure of terms in 

documents. In this paper they show a novel procedure 

named Structured Cosine Similarity that outfits document 

clustering on documents summation, considering the 

structure of terms in documents in order to improve the way 

of talk report clustering. 

In paper [13], Advancement of algorithms for computerized 

text classification in enormous text document sets is a basic 

examination domain of data mining and learning revelation. 

The majority share of the text clustering methodologies was 

grounded in the term-based estimation of separation or 

similitude, slighting the structure of terms in documents. In 

this paper they demonstrate a novel framework named 

Structured Cosine Similarity that outfits text clustering with 

another technique for illustrating on report outline, 

considering the structure of terms in reports in order to 

upgrade the way of talk document clustering. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

Summary overhauling is one of the essential needs in 

numerous of domains. In our space just as well as in 

other domain where summarization strategy is utilized. 

Our framework does it extremely well. The principle 

focus of our framework is overhauling the last summary 

which is created utilizing the ontology. We use cyclone 

space for our investigation of calamity administration 

(Hudhud violent wind 2014). Additionally Information 

Content strategy is used to enhance summarization 

results. In proposed Summary upgrading method is 

utilized for showing signs of improvement summary 

after new data arrives. Our framework set aside less time 

for upgrading the last summary which well point of 

interest of framework. In this paper we are use 

progressive relationship of ontology to produce outline 

in progressive format. 

 

A. Problem Definition: 

 

At the season of disaster there is have to take powerful 

choice to lessen the intensity of the misfortune. Often 

choice are taken from the accessible data in the 

documents. It is to a great degree hard to take choice 

from immense measures of the documents, around then 

synopsis of the colossal archives is exceptionally 

valuable. Over the long haul documents are redesigned 

and summary must be overhauled by redesigned 

documents. To use set of records D fd1, d2 ...dng which 

contains n documents and area ontology DomOntology 

which speaks to the relationships among the ideas in the 

area ontology for  

1) Generic summarization.  

2) Query based summarization 

3) Summary updation after entry of the new documents. 

 

B. System Architecture: 
 

i). Initially Cyclone Domain ontology is made by master. 

Expert must to study well about cyclone before creation 

of ontology.  

ii). Utilizing this ontology outline is produced and its 

progressive system is additionally utilized as a part of 

order classification.  
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iii). A hefty portion of sentences from documents are 

mapped in this ontology. So ontology must contain idea 

and examples which are introduce in sentence.  

 

 
Fig.1: System Architecture 

 

System Architecture is defined as following way  

1) Cyclone news doc: Multiple report of cyclone related 

reports, news i.e. digital content are use as input.  

2) Create Ontology: Before going to usage of our 

framework we initially need to make ontology of our 

chosen area by master. Master need to study 

exceptionally well of all cyclone news information. 

Discover imperative keywords, ideas.  

3) Ontology Mapping: First venture of our framework to 

utilize of made Ontology by mapping sentences in 

Ontology order. Sentence dole out to its connected hub 

of Ontology.  

4) Generic summarization: Before taking care of on 

literary data we need do a couple preprocess on 

information data. Method joins tokenization, sentence 

division, stop words emptying, and stemming. Use 

standard k mean figuring on all documents sentences. 

Gathered i.e. clustered sentences are select by using 

centroid based method and select L sentences from 

every one cluster. Relative significance sentences 

are made sense of at keep one and just of them. 

5) Query relevant summarization: in this venture of 

summarization client need to give input query. At that 

point client query are mapped in made ontology. 

Discover nodes of ontology where query most extreme 

coordinated.  

6) Sentence weight: Apply IC techniques on every 

sentence furthermore, figure out weight of every 

sentence. Select main few sentences as last summary.  

7) Summary Updater: at whatever point new documents 

are getting, our framework don't have to do all 

procedure, our framework deal with that. Our 

framework i.e. summary updater is work extremely well 

for this. It first guide all sentence in ontology chain of 

command. 

8) Hierarchical Correlation: it shows sentence and its 

relevant category, level in ontology 

Hierarchy according to ontology concepts. And generate 

final summary according to its. 

 

C. Mathematical Model: 
 

M = (Q, ∑, δ q0, F) where 

Q is the set of States, ∑ is the set of inputs δ, State 

Transition Table, q0 is the initial Stage 

F is the final Stage 

1) Q: fS1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9g Where, 

S1: Input Updation 

S2: Sentence Mapping 

S3: Query based summarization 

S4: Preprocessing 

S5: Update Summarization 

S6: Clustering 

S7: Summarization 

S8: Hierarchical Summarization 

2) {W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, W6, W7, W8, W9} where 

W1: input data 

W2: Ontology 

W3: Query 

W4: new data 

W5: Preprocess data 

W6: Clustered data 

W7: New sentences 

W8: old sentences 

W9: Mapped sentences 

W10: query mapped sentences 

W11: Summary 

3) q0: fS1g 

4) F: fS8g 
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D. Algorithm: 
 

1)Summary Updater: 
 

Input: Summary sentences, last centroid values, vector 

representation of sentences. 

Output: Updated summary 

Method: 

 Map new sentences in ontology 
 Calculate new terms (nt) 
 Add new terms and update TFICF and CH value of  

previous sentence by assigning size(nt) 0’s at the end 
of each   vector 

 Calculate ITICF and ch for new terms and add it at the 
end of previous vector. 

 Also calculate tfisf value of new sentences. 
 Take last centroid vector of k mean algorithm and 

add  size(nt) 0’s at the end of each centroid vector. 
 Calculate similarity of new sentences from this 

centroids. 
 Assign sentence to its max similar cluster. 
 Sentence selection process centroid based  method, 
 Sentence  redundancy 
 Score new sentences and assign its weight by IC 

values 
-select top s(summary size) sentences for further 

process. 

 Compare with last previous summary sentences 
-For each sentence of current sentences 

-If weight of sentence is larger than any previous 

sentence set 

  -Remove lowest weight sentence from previous   

 sentence set and add current sentence. 

 Final updated summary 

 

2:  K-mean Algorithm 

 

1: Input: Text documents, no of ontology first level 

nodes (k). 

2: Output: Separate sentences according to its similarity 

in no of ontology first level nodes clusters. 

3: First randomly select k sentence as a centroid. 

4: Calculate similarity of each sentence from centroid 

using cosine similarity, 

5: Assign sentence to cluster or centroid where 

maximum similarity of sentence is found, 

6: Recalculate new centroid value by taking average 

value of sentences assign to that centroid or cluster, 

7: Check previous centroid value and new centroid value 

are same or not if same stop iteration else go to step 2. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS 

 

The normal results will be redesigned summary along 

with various leveled text categorization. For input 

dataset cyclone related documents are utilized, news 

data documents are additionally utilized, cyclone lands 

in India "Hudhud October 2014" related data are 

gathered. First and foremost we concentrate on 

exceptionally well of this document data and afterward 

made ontology for this domain. After that apply 

summary era process for produce last summary. Our 

framework meets expectations after that process. Along 

these lines clearly the subsequent summaries are 

overhaul with new document vital sentences, and no 

additional unimportant data is included. Resultant 

summary is no included additional sentences i.e. size of 

summary is same as past summary. Just new sentences 

are added by significance. Our last summary first time or 

in the wake of upgrading will be in progressive group, 

outline will be spoken to utilizing ontology of the 

domain. 

 

Now we discuss distinct result for the generate summary 

and update summary. 
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First we will discuss the time required for the updated 

summary and generated summary. From the following 

table it shows that time required for the updated 

summary is less than the generated summary. 

 

Table 1: Time required for generate summary 

 

Summary Time(ms) 

Generate Summary 31920 ms 

Updated Summary 22500 ms 

 

 
 

Graph 1: Time comparison Graph 

 

Following table shows the precision value for the update 

summary compared with the expert summary.  

Table 2: Precision Record 

 

Summary In Percent 

Update Summary 82% 

Expert 100% 

 

 
 

Graph 2: Precision Graph 

Following table shows the Recall value for the update 

summary compared with the expert summary.  

 

Table 3: Recall Value 

 

Summary In Percent 

Update Summary 65% 

Expert 100% 

 

 
Graph 3: Recall Value 

 

Following table shows the Fmeasure value for the 

update summary compared with the expert summary.  

Table 4: Fmeasure Value 

Summary In Percent 

Update Summary 72.52% 

Expert 100^% 

 

 
Graph 3: Fmeasure Value 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper proposed technique present extremely well 

system of summary updating which is give great result 

and vital in cyclone area of affliction administration.  

Ontology made by master is very much used in our 

framework and explain multi document summarization 

with its updating system. In the proposed strategy, use 

the Ontology is given to explain distinctive multi-

document summarization issues in this misfortune 

administration domain i.e. Hudhud Cyclone. For 

worldwide summarization, tern recurrence reverse idea 

frequency vector domain model is utilized to speak to 

sentences of document. At that point clustering 

algorithm is used on all sentences used to gathering the 

comparable sentence set and the critical sentences are 

chosen. For user query summarization, firstly check 

query by master, then our framework question 

important condensed information. The last synopsis was 

in this way created by diminishing data Content based 

strategy. Additionally summary updating algorithm is 

utilized for overhauling summary. Our framework use 

various leveled relationship exceptionally well and 

summary shows in that pecking order. 
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